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0. INTRODUCTION 
(1) Let r be a Cauchy contour in the complex plane consisting of 
several non-intersecting simple smooth closed contours which form the 
positively oriented boundary of a finitely connected bounded domain A + 
In this section we shall assume that OEA +. Let A(Z) and B(Z) be 
n x n matrix functions that are analytic in A ,, and continuous in A + u f>, 
and let det B(z) # 0 on r and det A(z) & 0 in A +. Consider the following 
singular integral operator acting on the usual Lebesgue space L;(r) 
( 1 < p < x’) of C”-valued functions on f, 




T= - t' 
-A(T) V(T) dT 
/- T--f 
(fEf7, 
where the singular integral is understood in the Cauchy principal value 
sense, and a is an integer. 
In this paper we prove that for sufficiently large values of z the dimen- 
sion of the kernel of the operator R, is equal to the number of zeroes in A + 
(counting multiplicities) of det D(z), where D(z) denotes a greatest com- 
mon right divisor of A(z) and B(z) ( see Sect. 1 for the definition of a 
greatest common divisor). In fact, we obtain an explicit description of the 
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subspace Ker R, via the common eigenvalues and the common Jordan 
chains corresponding to the common eigenvalues of A(z) and B(z). These 
results show that the operators R, can be viewed as a generalization of the 
classical Sylvester resultant matrix. Recall (see, e.g., [27, 51) that for scalar 
polynomials a(z) = x;=O ujzi and b(z) = x7==, bjzJ the dimension of the 
null-space of the Sylvester resultant matrix 
R(a, 6) : = 
a,“’ CI n 
a, ... a, 
b, ..’ b, 
. . 




is equal to the number of common zeroes (counting multiplicities) of a(z) 
and b(z) in the complex plane @. Moreover, the subspace Ker R(a, b) 
possesses a basis of the form 
where Z, (j= I,..., v) are all the distinct common zeroes of a(z) and b(z), 
and p, denotes the common multiplicity of zj (j = l,..., v). 
To study the common zeroes problem for more general classes of entire 
functions the Sylvester resultant matrix has to be replaced by some boun- 
ded linear operators of convolution type acting on infinite dimensional 
Lebesgue spaces. The first example of this type was discovered in [6], 
where a resultant operator for two entire functions (and even matrix 
functions) of the form 1 + j;, e”‘a(t) dt (a E L,(O, 5)) and 1 + j! ~ e”‘b(t) dt 
(b E L,( -5, 0)) was introduced and studied. 
In this paper we do not deal with entire functions but with functions that 
are analytic in a domain A +, A + # @. In order to describe the common 
zeroes in A+ of a pair of such functions one also needs some convolution 
type operators or singular integral operators acting on a suitably chosen 
infinite dimensional Banach space (even in the case of polynomials). The 
first results of this type appeared in [12] and [13], where the case of an 
annular domain and a strip was considered. This line of investigations has 
been continued in [21, 22, 23, 241, where the resultant operators have been 
studied for n functions (n 3 2) that are analytic in domains of various types. 
In particular, for scalar functions analytic in a finitely connected domain 
the resultant operators of form (0.1) have been introduced in [22, 241. 
Another source of inspiration for this paper is connected with various 
generalizations of the Sylvester resultant matrix to the case of polynomials 
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with matrix coefficients (see, e.g., [5, 11, 7, 8, 1, 2, 15, 16, 171). Naturally, 
in this context the common zeroes problem becomes to be the problem of 
common eigenvalues and common Jordan chains of the matrix 
polynomials involved. 
(2) In this paper we use an approach based on the study of the 
following equation (called Bezout equation), 
X(z) A(z) + Y(z) B(z) = C(z) (= E A + 1, (0.2) 
where C(Z) is a given m x n matrix function that is analytic in A +. This 
approach differs from the one used for the scalar case in [ 12, 13, 21, 22, 
231, where the main step in the proofs is solving certain barrier problems 
to which by standard arguments the description of the kernel of the 
resultant operators can be reduced. These barrier problems are solved by 
means of Wiener-Hopf factorization of the corresponding functions and 
matrix functions. Remark that for the resultant operator (0.1) with matrix 
valued functions A(z) and B(z) this approach leads to a complicated fac- 
torization problem. 
To explain the relation between the resultant operator (0.1) and the 
Bezout equation (0.2) we need some additional notations. By 
S,-: L;(f) -+ L;(T) (1 < p < xl) we denote the operator of singular 
integration (iri the Cauchy principal value sense): (S,,cp)( t) : = 
(xi) ’ j,. (z - t)~ ’ q(s) dz (te r). The operator P,- := t(1-t S,.) is a projec- 
tion on L;(r), whose image consists of all vector functions in L;(T) which 
admit an analytic extension in A + . If g E P,-L;( r), we shall denote by E,( z j 
the corresponding analytic extension of g in A, The operator 
Ql- : = i(Z- Sr) ( =I- P,) projects L;(T) onto the subspace of all @“- 
valued functions admitting an analytic extension in A : = @\d + which 
vanishes at infinity. (For more details about singular integral operators we 
refer to [3, 91.) For Q,(t) (t E r) being the angle between the positive real 
axis and the tangent line at t to the contour I’, we introduce the operator 
H,.: ,!,;(I‘) -+ L;(I’) (I < q < co) by setting (H, cp)( t) = e lof”‘q( I) (t E I‘). 
Further, the adjoint operator of R, will be denoted by R,*. The 
superscriptT will be used for the transpose of a matrix. 
Returning to the relation between operator (0.1) and the equation (0.2). 
we observe that the image of the operator B, : = Hr ’ R,*H; ’ is a direct 
sum of &L;(T) and of the subspace of all functions c(r) E P,.L;(T), such 
that Eq. (0.2) with C(z) := E:(Z) has a solution (X(Z), Y(Z)) sattsfying the 
following requirements: X(Z) is a 1 x n matrix polynomial of which the 
degree is less than or equal to x - 1, and the 1 x n matrix function Y(Z) can 
be represented as Y(z) = E-T(z) with y E P,L;(T). In Section 2 of this paper 
we prove (in a more general setting) that such a solution of Eq. (0.2) exists 
if and only if the greatest common right divisor D(Z) of A(z) and B(z) is 
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also a right divisor of C(z), and c1 is sufficiently large (in fact, we give a 
precise estimation for CI). It is this result which enables us to prove that for 
c( sufhciently large, dim Ker R, = codim Im R,* = codim Im B, is equal to 
the number of zeroes in d + (counting multiplicities) of det D(z). 
For scalar functions A(z) and B(z) the above approach has been 
suggested in [24]. In the case of matrix valued function A(z) and B(z) the 
study of the Bezout equation is considerable more difficult and can not be 
reduced to a simple interpolation problem as in the scalar case. In fact, our 
analysis is heavily based on the theory of analytic matrix functions with 
compact spectrum as developed recently in [lS, 193. Note also that our 
results about the Bezout equation are, perhaps, of independent interest: 
equations of this type appear in various problems of algebra and analysis, 
and in particular, in systems theory (see, e.g., [20]). 
(3) The paper is presented in two parts. The present first part consists 
of two sections. The first section contains preliminaries and auxiliary 
propositions which develop some technical devices in order to attack the 
Bezout equation in Section 2. The latter contains also a generalization of 
the forward and reverse Bezout identities known in systems theory. The 
second part of the paper will appear in the next volume of this journal. 
There we shall prove the theorem concerning the resultant operators of 
type (0.1) in a more general setting of several matrix functions 
A,(z), A*(z),..., A,(z) (k32) that are analytic in A+, and we shall also 
specify our results for the case that A+ is the open unit disk. Special atten- 
tion will be paid to the case that A+ is an anulus. 
It is our pleasure to thank M. A. Kaashoek for useful discussions and 
suggestions. 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND AUXILIARY RESULTS 
1.1. Preliminaries 
In this section we introduce some notions which are extensively used in 
this paper. 
(1) Let g, z%?, be finite dimensional complex linear spaces and let 
L(&YB,, g) stand for the space of all linear operators T: g, + B. Instead of 
L(% &?) we shall write L(g). For an operator TE L(a) we denote by a(T) 
the spectrum of T: g(T) = {z E @ ) zl- T is not invertible}. 
In this paper the following notations are used. Given linear operators 
Ki: @Jj + &3i (i = l,..., m) we denote by diag(Ki)yX , or K, 0 . . . 0 K,,, the 
operator K acting on the direct sum 9, @ ... @ .?&,, as follows: Kx = K,x, 
x E ai. If Ki: ai + %? (i = l,..., m) are operators, the notation row(K,):! , 
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stands for the operator [K, K, . K,,,]: B1 0 0 :a,,, -+ .%. Analogously. 
for operators K;: B + B, (i = l,..., m) we denote 
COl(Ki)y’ 1 = : .LiA-+A9,@ ... @:‘is,,,. 
Let A k be an open set in UZ and let A: A+ + L(d) be an analytic 
operator valued function. The set Z(A) = (2 E A + 1 A(Z) is not invertible) is 
called the spectrum of A in A +, and the numbers z E C(A) are referred to as 
eigenvalues of A(z). Assume that the set C(A) is finite and let Q be an open 
set in A + . A quintet 0 = (T, Y, X; B,, &I) is called a Q-spectral node for ,4 
if B, is a finite dimensional linear space, and T: 9, + 2,) Y: d + d,, 
X:%3, --+3$ are linear operators such that (i) a(T) c L?; (ii) 
A(z) ’ - X(Z - T) ’ Y has an analytic extension in Q; (iii) 
A(i) X(Z- T) ~’ has an analytic extension in Q; (iv) n;=,, ker XT’= (0). 
Q-spectral nodes for a given A are unique up to similarit~~, i.e., if 
(T,, Y,, X, ; .%I,, g) and (T,, Y,, X,; G12, W) are Q-spectral nodes for A, 
then 
T, =SP’T,S, Y,=S ‘Y,, x, = x2s 
for some invertible operator S: B, -+ B2. In case that Q coincides with A t 
we omit the prefix Q. If C(A) = {Z ,,..., zn,) (z, # zk, j # k) and 
(T,, Y,, X,; B;, B) (i= l,..., m) are SZ,-spectral nodes, where Q, c A + is 
an open set with Q,n C(A) = {z,}, then the quintet (T, Y, X; 3, 33) 
where 2=28’,@ ... @B,,,, T= T,@ ... @T ,,,, X=row (X,)7=, and 
Y = col( Yl)y!, , is a spectral node for A. We shall usually identify J with 
the space @“, n = dim 37. In this case we can view A(z) as an analytic (in 
A +) n x n matrix valued function (with respect to some basis in cfl), i.e.. 
A(z) is an n x n matrix function of which the entries are analytic (in A + ) 
functions and C(A) = {z E A + 1 det A(z) = 0). The number of zeroes 
(counting multiplicities) in .Q of det A(z) will be denoted by N,(A). We put 
N(A) : = N,+(A). Note that the dimension of the space 2, in the Q-spec- 
tral node (T, Y, X; BI, GJ) for A is equal to NQ(A ). We shall identify :#, 
with the space cp, where p = NJA). Having this in mind we speak about 
(Q-)spectral triples (X, T, Y) for A instead of (SZ-)spectral nodes 
(T, Y, X; gI, g) (note the change of order). 
We refer to [18] and [19] for more details about spectral nodes. 
(2) A pair of operators (X, T), where X: ~9, + &? and T: d, + J,, is 
called a right admissible pair. &?, is called the base space of the pair (X, T) 
and dim .@J, is called the order of the pair (X, T). If SE L(&I, , BJ2) is inver- 
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tible, then the pair (KS, SP ’ TS) is called similar to the pair (X, T). Given 
two right admissible pairs (X, T) and (z, p) with base spaces .9& and a,, 
respectively, we call ($ T’) a restriction of (X, T) if there exists a left inver- 
tible operator S: a1 -+ Bi such that XS = p and TS= ST. The pair (X, T) 
is called a common restriction of the right admissible pairs 
(X, , T,) ,..., (X,, T,) if (X, T) is a restriction of each (Xi, Ti) (i = l,..., m). A 
common restriction (X, T) of (X,, T1),..., (X,, T,,,) is called a greatest com- 
mon restriction of the pairs (X,, T1),..., (X,, T,,,) if any common restriction 
of these pairs is also a restriction of (X, T). For a right admissible pair 
(X, T) with base space 29, we define the index of stabilization ind(X, T) by 
ind(X, T):= min(m~~~=~~+,}, 
where xm:= Ker CO~(XT’)~=-~’ (m = 1, 2,...) and -X, := Bi. Since the sub- 
spaces xm (m = 0, l,...) form a descending chain (by inclusion), the index of 
stabilization ind(X, T) is finite. It is not difficult to show that 
Z& = n,?= ,, Ker XT’ for every integer m 3 ind(X, T). We use the notation 
Ker(X, T) : = nF=, Ker XT’. A right admissible pair is called independent 
if Ker(X, T) = (0). For a finite family of right admissible pairs 
lx,, T1),..., (x,, T,J we write ind{(X,, T,),..., Gf,, T,J> := 
ind(row(X,)y= i, diag( T,)y= 1). 
Given an analytic operator valued function A: d + -+ L(B), a right 
admissible pair (X, T), where X: 93, --, 43 and T: 9, -+ .4$, is called a 
(Q-)right spectral pair for A if (X, T, Y) is a (Q-)spectral triple for A for 
some Y: 33 + 93,. Note that a (Q-)right spectral pair for A is always 
independent. If z0 E Z(A), Q c A + is open and Q n C(A) = {zO}, then a Sz- 
right spectral pair for A is called a z,-eigenpair for A. The z,-eigenpairs are 
closely related to the Jordan chains and root functions of A at zO. Recall 
that a vector function q(z), which is analytic at zO, is called a right root 
function of rank CI of A at z,, if cp(z,) # 0 and for z in some neighbourhood 
of zo 
&)dz)= f (z--d’$; +,zo. 
j=x 
If q(z) = c/m=0 (z - zO)j ‘p, is a right root function of order c(, then the chain 
(pO,..., (pgp i (/3 Q ~1) is called a right Jordan chain (of length b) of A at zO. 
Let now (X,,, T,) be a z,-eigenpair of A and let 
g, , gp,..., g”’ 1 (0 T, (i=l,...,k;r,ar,a ... >rk) 
be the Jordan basis for r,. Put qj’) = X0 gj” (i = l,..., k; j = 0 ,..., ri - 1). It 
turns out that q,(z) = C:=d (z - zO)j cpJ’) is a right root function of rank ri 
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of A at zO. In particular, the vectors cp(;‘,..., cpi:) , (i = l,..., k) form right 
Jordan chains of A at zO. 
Concerning matrix polynomials we need the following. If z is a non- 
negative integer, an rn x n matrix polynomial of degree OL is an expression of 
the form A(z) = C;=, Ajz’, where A, E @“Ix’ (.i = 0 ,..., c(). If GI is a negative 
integer, then a matrix polynomial of degree c( is always understood as the 
m x n zero matrix. If A, = Z, (and hence m = n) A(Z) is called conomic. Here 
I,, stands for the n x n identity matrix. For a comonic matrix polynomial 
A(Z) of degree u a pair of matrices (X, , T,) is called a spectral pair of 
A(z) at irzfinity if (X,, T, ) is an 0-eigenpair of the matrix polynomial 
?A( l/z). 
Of course, all the notions concerning right pairs have obvious left 
analogues. For example, a pair of operators (T, Y) where T: ,&, + d, and 
Y: 9 + 99, is called a left admissible pair. It is clear that (T, Y) is a left 
admissible pair if and only if (Y’, T) is a right admissible pair, where the 
superscript ’ stands for the adjoint operators on the conjugate spaces. More 
details on admissible pairs, spectral pairs and eigenpairs can be found in 
[lo, 14, 261. 
(3) Let C(Z), C,(z) (i= l,..., k) be analytic (in A+)m xn matrix 
functions. An analytic (in d +) n x n (resp. m x m) matrix function D(Z) is 
called a right (resp. left) diuisor of C(Z) if C(Z) D ‘(1) (resp. D ‘(r) c’(z)) 
is analytic in d + The matrix function D(z) is called a common right (resp. 
left) dizjisor of C,(Z),..., C,(z) if D(z) is a right (resp. left) divisor of each 
C,(z) for i = l,..., k. Such common right (resp. left) divisor D(z) is called a 
greatest common right (resp. left) divisor if any other common right (resp. 
left) divisor of C,(z),..., C,(Z) is itself a right (resp. left) divisor of D(z). 
Let C,(Z) (i = l,..., k) be analytic (in d ,. ) square n x n matrix functions 
with finite spectrum. Then a greatest common right (left) divisor of C,(Z) 
(i = l,..., k) always exists. It is unique up to multiplication on the left (right I 
by an analytic (in A+) matrix function which is invertible for all ZE A + 
Moreover, one can always choose such a divisor to be a polynomial. 
Further, the right (resp. left) spectral pair of D(z) is a greatest common 
restriction of the right (resp. left) spectral pairs of C,(Z),..., C,(Z). Conver- 
sely, if the right (resp. left) spectral pair of D(z) is a greatest common 
restriction of the right (resp. left) spectral pairs of C,(Z),..., C,(Z), then D(z) 
is a greatest common right (resp. left) divisor of C,(Z),..., C,(Z). 
An analytic (in A + ) n x n matrix function C(z) will be called regular if 
det C(Z) f 0 in A+. If C,(z) ,..., C,( ) z are regular analytic (in A + ) n x )I 
matrix functions and at least one of them, C, say, has finite spectrum in 
A then a greatest common right (left) divisor D(Z) of C,(Z),..., C,(Z) 
alGays exists, it has finite spectrum in A+, and it can be chosen to be a 
polynomial. One can easily check this replacing the domain A+ by a 
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domain z + , which has the following properties: (1) d”, c d + ; (2) the set 
C(Ci)nA+ is finite (i=l,..., k); (3) ~~=,Z(Ci)nA+=n~~IC(Ci)n~+. 
A domain d”, with such properties exists because the set fif= i Z(Ci) n A + 
is finite. 
If D,(z) (resp. D,(z)) is a greatest common right (resp. left) divisor of 
C,(z),..., C,(z) and D, (resp. D,) has finite spectrum, then we shall also 
write N,( C, ,..., C,) Crew. N,(C, ,..., Cd) for Wh) (rev. NW. 
We refer to [18, 19, 261, where the divisibility theory of analytic matrix 
functions has been developed. 
2. SOME AUXILIARY PROPOSITIONS 
In this subsection we shall prove some results concerning right 
divisibility and right spectral pairs. 
Let A+ be an open set in @. Let A(z) be an analytic (in A+) m x n 
matrix function and let (X, T) be a right admissible pair of order p. We 
introduce the operator W,(X, T): Cp + @” by setting 
W,(X,T):= (27ci))‘j A(z)X(z-T)-‘dz, 
64 
where A is a bounded Cauchy domain such that Q(T) c A c 2 c A + . By a 
bounded Cauchy domain we mean a bounded open set in @ whose boun- 
dary consists of a finite number of disjoint closed rectifiable Jordan curves 
that are oriented in the positive sense. Note that W,(X, T) does not 
depend on the choice of the domain A. Some properties of the operator 
W,(X, T) are stated in 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let A(z) be an m x n matrix function that is analytic in 
and let (X, T) be a right admissible pair with a(T) c A +. Then the 
yoiowing properties hold. 
(i) If A,(z), A*(z) are m x n matrix functions that are analytic in A+ 
and cl, c2 E C, then WC,,, +r.2A2 (X T) = ~1 W/&C T) + ~2 W&C 0; 
(ii) If A,(z) is a q x m matrix function that is analytic in A+, then 
W,,AX T) = W,,( WAX T), T); 
(iii) If (X,, T,) is a restriction of (X, T), then (W,(X,, T,), T,) is a 
restriction of ( W,(X, T), T); 
(iv) Zf the pairs (X, , T, ) and (X, T) are similar, then 
( W,(X, , T, ), T, ) and ( W,(X, T), T) are similar; 
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(v) If A(z) =C;=o Aiz’, then W,(X, T) = row(A,);_,. col(XT’): (, 
Proqfi (i) Follows immediately from the definition. 
(ii) Choose a bounded Chauchy domain A, such that 
a(T)cA,cii,cA. Now 
W,“( W,(X, T), T) = (274 -* s,,, s., A,(z) A(<) X(i’ - T) ’ (: - T) ’ d( cl,-. 
Using the resolvent identity for the operator T and using Fubini’s 
Theorem, we get by a standard argument that 
f+‘,,,( W/,(X 77, 0 = (27W2 s j A,(z) A(l) x(2 - T) ’ -!- d( (12 6A, h‘4 l-z 
= (27-C) ’ j A,(z) A(:) A’(:- T) ’ dz = 14’4,,A(X, TL 
Iin, 
(iii) Let S be a left invertible operator such that X, = XS and 
ST, = TS. Then 
W,(X, T).S=(274 ‘j A(z)X(z-T) ‘Sdz 
<iA 
= (27ci) ’ j A(z) xs(z- T,) ’ dz= W,,(X,, T,), 
6A 
which proves that (W,(X,, T,), T,) is a restriction of ( W,4(X, T), T). 
(iv) Since (A’, , T,) is a restriction of (A’, T) and vice versa, (iii) 
implies that ( W,(X,, T,), T,) is a restriction of ( W,,(X, T), T) and vice 
versa. 
(v) Since (z - T) ’ z’= (z-T) ’ T’+~:=,(‘,)(z-T)’ ’ T’ ‘, it 
follows that 
W,(X, T)= (2ni)-’ I, ( i A,;‘) X(r- T) ’ d,- 
I = 0 
= (274 ’ -f A,XjcjA [(z- T) ’ T’ 
r=n 
+ i ‘, (2-T)’ ’ T’ 
0 
’ dz 
,=I J 1 
= i A,XT’=row(A,):=;col(XT’):=,. i 
i=n 
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The next proposition demonstrates the importance of the operator 
W,(X, T) in the right divisibility theory. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let A(z) be a m x n matrix function that is analytic in 
A + and let B(z) be a n x n matrix function with finite spectrum that is 
analytic in A + . Let (X,, TB) denote a right spectral pair for B. Then B(z) is 
a right divisor of A(z) if and only if W,(X,, T,)=O. 
Proof: To prove the “only if’ part assume that there is an analytic (in 
A + ) m x n matrix function A”(z) such that A(z) = a(z) B(z) (z E A+ ). Then 
A(z) X,(z - TB)- ’ = A”(z) B(z) X,(z - T)-’ has an analytic extension in 
A +, and hence W,(X,, T,) = 0. Conversely, suppose that W,(X,, T,) = 0. 
By Proposition l.l(iii) and (v) we have forj=O, l,..., 
(2ai)p’J:)d A(z)X,(z-T)-‘z’dz= WA.=,,(X,, TB) 
(1.1) 
= (WA Wzu(J-,, T,), TB) = W,(X,T:,, TB) = WAX,, Td TiB = 0. 
Now write A(z) X,(z- T)-’ = F,(z) + F-(Z)(ZE A+\C(B)), where F, is 
analytic in A +, F- is analytic in C ,\Z(B) and F- (cc ) = 0. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that 0 E A. Then (27ci)- ’ sbd F+(z) zi dz = 0. So 
(1.1) implies that (2ni)-’ jiid F-(z) z’ dz = 0. Expanding F- at infinity one 
sees that F_ = 0. So, F+(z) is an analytic extension in A+ of 
A(z) X,(z- T,)-‘. 
Let now Y, be an operator such that (X,, T,, Y,) is a spectral triple for 
B. Furthermore, let G(z) be an analytic extension in A+ of 
B(z)-‘-X,(z- T)--’ Y,. Put A”(z)= F+(z) Y,+A(z) G(z) (zEA+). Then 
a(z) is analytic in A+ and for all z E A + \C(B) we have 
A”(z) B(z) = F+(z) Y,B(z) + A(z) G(z) B(z) 
=A(z){X,(z-T&l Y,+G(z)) B(z)=A(z)B(z)~‘B(z)=A(z). 
By continuity this also holds for z E C(B), so A(z) is right divisible by 
B(z). I 
In what follows the integer yo(A; B) := ind( W,(X,, T,), Ts) is of great 
importance. Note that y,,(A; B) does not depend on the choice of the right 
spectral pair (X,, T,) of B. Furthermore, in view of Proposition 1.2, B(z) 
is a right divisor of A(z) if and only if y,,(A; B) = 0. Additional properties of 
yo(A; B) are stated in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let A(z) be a m x n matrix function that is analytic in 
A and let B(z) be an n x n matrix function with finite spectrum that is 
anfa;l’tic in A + . Then the following properties hold. 
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(i) [fD(z) is a right divisor of B(z), then yo(A; D) < yo(A; B); 
(ii) [f’ E(z) is an n x n matrix,function that is analytic and invertible in 
A +, then 
(Co ~“(4 W = yo(A; B); 
(B) yo(AE; BE) = yo(A; B). 
Proqf: (i) Let (X,, T,) and (X,, Ts) denote right spectral pairs 
for D and B, respectively. Since (X,, T,) is a restriction of (X,, TR) we 
have, in view of Proposition l.l(iii), that (W,(X,, T,)), T,) is a 
restriction of (W,(X,, TB), TB). So, yo(A; D)= ind( W,,(X,, T,)), T,,) 6 
in4 WAX,, TB), T,) = Y,,(A; W. 
TO prove the equality (CX) in (ii) note that B(z) is a right divisor of 
E(z) B(z) and vice versa, and use (i). 
Finally, to prove (/I) in (ii) assume that (X,, Ts) is a right spectral pair 
for B. Then (by Theorem 2.3 in [IS]) a right spectral pair (X,,, T,,~) 
for BE is given by X,,= W, 1(X,, TR). T,, = T,. IJsing (ii) in 
Proposition 1.1 we get 
Hence AA& BE) = ind(W,,(X,,, T,,), T,,) = ind( W,(X,, T,), T,j) 
= Yo(A; B). I 
In the next chapter we shall deal with equations of the form 
cpT col(XT’)~~<,’ = $ ‘r, (1.3) 
where (X, T) is a given right admissible pair of order p and $ is a given 
vector in Cr. Assume that (1.3) is solvable for some cz (>ind(X, T)). This 
means that $E Im[col(XTi)::d]T, and hence $ I Ker CO~(XT’):=~;. But 
Ker col(XTI);=,’ = Ker col(XT’):~_ ,‘, where a, := ind(X, T). Hence $ is 
orthogonal to Ker col(Xrl)~=~‘, and therefore Eq. (1.3) is solvable for 
r = CQ~. For convenience of further references we state this simple obser- 
vation as the following: 
LEMMA 1.4. Let (X, T) he a right admissible pair of’ order p and let 
$ E C”. If the equation 
qlT col(XT’):&: = $1 (1.4) 
has u solution cp E C”’ ,for .some r 3 ind( X, T), then ( I .4) is also .solv~lble fktt 
tl = CQ~ : = ind(X, T). 
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2. THE BEZOUT EQUATION FOR ANALYTIC MATRIX FUNCTIONS 
Let A + be an open subset of C, let A,(z),..., A,Jz) be regular analytic (in 
A+) n x n matrix functions, and let A, have finite spectrum. In this section 
we are concerned with the solution X,(z),..., X,(z) of the following equation 
(called the Bezout equation): 
X,(z) A,(z) + ... +X,(z) AJz) = C(z) (z E A + 1, (E) 
where C(z) is a given analytic (in A+) m x n matrix function. Our main 
requirement on the solution of (E) is that X,(z),..., X,_,(z) have to be 
m x n matrix polynomials, of which the degrees satisfy certain estimations, 
while X,(z) is an analytic (in A + ) m x n matrix function. 
The section is divided into three subsections. In Subsection 2.1 we study 
the Bezout equation for k = 2 in order to pass to the general case k B 2 in 
Subsection 2.2. In Subsection 2.3 we present an application of this theory. 
2.1. The Bezout Equation for Two Matrix Functions 
Let A(z) and B(z) be regular analytic (in A +) n x n matrix functions, and 
let B(z) have finite spectrum. We are looking for a m x n matrix polynomial 
X(z) and an analytic (in A +) m x n matrix function Y(z) such that 
X(z) A(z) + Y(z) B(z) = C(z) (zEA,), (2.1) 
where C(z) is a given analytic (in A + ) m x n matrix function. In the scalar 
case (m = n = 1) the following result is obtained in [23, 241: if the greatest 
common divisor D(z) of A(z) and B(z) is also a divisor of C(z), then there 
exists a polynomial X(z) with 
deg Xb N(B) - N(D) - 1 (2.2) 
and a function Y(z) that is analytic in A + such that (2.1) holds. Here N(B) 
denotes the number of zeroes (counting multiplicities) of B in A + . The next 
theorem generalizes this result to the case of arbitrary n and m. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A(z), B(z) be regular n x n matrix functions that are 
analytic in A +, let B(z) have finite spectrum, and let D(z) denote a greatest 
common right divisor of A(z) and B(z). Assume that C(z) is an m x n matrix 
function that is analytic in A + Then there is a m x n matrix polynomial X(z) 
and a m x n matrix function Y(z) that is analytic in A, such that 
X(z) A(z) + Y(z) B(z) = C(z) (zEA+) (2.3) 
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if and only if D( z) is a right divisor of C(z). In that cuse X(z) can he chosen 
such that 
degX<y,(A; B)- 1. (2.4) 
Proof The “only if” part is trivial. To prove the “if” part suppose that 
C(Z) is right divisible by D(z). First we consider the case that A(z) has 
finite spectrum. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
0 4 .Z(A ) LJ C(B): if this is not the case, one performs a shift z -+ 2 + a where 
u $ C(A) u C(B). Note also that it is enough to prove the Theorem under 
the assumption that A(z) is a comonic matrix polynomial. Indeed, suppose 
A(Z) is not a comonic matrix polynomial. Since A has finite spectrum, 
which does not contain 0, there is an analytic (in A + ) n x n matrix function 
E(Z) with det E(z) #O (z E A+) and a comonic n x n matrix polynomial 
P(z) such that A(z) = P(z) E(z) (z E A + ). Multiplying Eq. (2.3) on the right 
by E ‘(z) we get the Bezout equation 
X(z) P(z) + Y(z) B(z) E ‘(z) = C(z) E ~I(:) (1 E A + ). (2.5) 
A solution {X(Z), Y(Z)} of (2.5) IS also a solution of (2.3) and since 
yO( P; BE ’ ) = yo(A; B) (see Proposition 1.2) the estimation of deg X is not 
changed by the multiplication by E-‘(z). 
The rest of the proof, for the case that A(z) has finite spectrum, consists 
of three steps. 
Step I. In this step we reduce the problem to a matrix equation. 
Assume that A(z) = I+ I:=, A,z’. We have to find m x n matrices X,, ,..., X.. 
such that C(Z)-X(z) A(z) is right divisible by B(z) for X(:)=C;_,, X,?‘. 
This means, in view of Proposition 1.2, that W,. xa(X,, TR) = 0, where 
(X,, TR) is a right spectral pair for B. Using Proposition 1.1 we have that 
WC.- ,,t(X,, T,)= Wc(X,, T,)- row(X,)i,o. colt WJzY,, T,) TB);‘m~,,. 
So it suffices to find X0,..., X, such that 
row(X,):=,,.col( W,(X,, TR) TIB):‘=o= Y, (2.6) 
where Y : = W,.( X,, TR). Using (v) of Proposition 1.1 we get 
row(X,)Y=,~&+y+l (A) col(X, T;1):_f(j = 5”. (2.7) 
where R,(A) is the n(k-a) x nk block matrix given by 
MA 1 
k block columns 
Co. 
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Step II. In this step we simplify Eq. (2.7) by extracting the common 
spectral data of ,4(z) and B(z) which is hidden in the matrices 
R .+,+r(A)‘col(X,T~)i=, or+? and Y. Let B(z) denote the quotient of B(z) and 
D(z), i.e., B(z)= B(z) D(z), and let (X,, T,, YB) and (X,, T,, Y,) be 
spectral triples of B(z) and D(z), respectively. Then by Theorem 2.2 in 
Cl83 a spectral triple for B is given by 
X, = CX, Ql, T, = [; ‘;:I, b=[ y”,l), (2.8) 
where 
Q= (27ci))r .c,, {D(z)-‘-X,(z- T,)-’ Y,} X,(z- T&l dz, 
and A denotes a bounded Cauchy domain such that C(B) c A c dc A+. 
Hence col(X,Ti);f,Y = [col(X,Tb);f,Y col(f,)$_‘J], where fi are some 
n x N(B) matrices. Since D(z) is a right divisor of A(z), we have that 
W,(X,, T,)=row(A;);=,. col(X,T~);=,=O, which leads to 
R .+,+~(A)~COl(X,T~)4=+~=R~+y+~(A)’COl([Ori])~=+~. (2.9) 
On the other hand, substituting (2.8) in the expression for Y we have 
Y= (2ni)-’ 1 C(z)[X, Q] 
6A 
(z-T,)-’ (z- T,)-’ Y,XB(z- TB)-‘. x 
0 (z-T&’ 




where 9 is some n x N(B) matrix. Since C(z) is right divisible by D(z) we 
see that Y is of the form 
Y= [O !F]. (2.10) 
Substituting (2.9) and (2.10) in (2.7) and comparing the non-zero entries, 
we obtain 
row(X,);_,. R,+,+,(A).col(r,)g,‘g= p, 
which is equivalent to (2.7). 
(2.11) 
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Step III. In this step we show that the matrix R, + i ,~, (A). col(r,)g_S;;’ is 
left invertible for sufficiently large y, and hence equation (2.11) is solvable 
for such ;,. This in turn gives that (2.7), and thus (2.6), is solvable for suf- 
ficiently large y. Then, using Lemma 1.4, one concludes that (2.6) is 
solvable with 3’ = yo(A; B) - 1. 
Take y 3 ind(X,, T,) - I, then Ker col(X,T’,)::,: = (0). and hence 
Im col(X, Tb);=+t; n Im col(T,):~+,; = (0). (2.12) 
Let (X,, TA) and (X,, T I ) be a right spectral pair and a spectral pair at 
infinity, respectively, for A(z). Now (by Proposition 3.1 in 181). 
Ker R ,+ ,.+ ,(A)=Imcol(X,T~~,)j,;@Imcol(X, TX,+' ')f:l;. (2.13) 
(Here we use the fact that 0 4 Z(A) and hence T, is invertible.) Choose 
;’ 3 .s -- r + q - 1, where q = ind{ (X,, T,), (A’,, TH) ) and T: = 0. Then the 
number of Lero block-rows in the matrix col(X, TX,+ J ‘):J,j is 
‘X + 2 -s + 1 2 q. Now if P, denotes the projection on the first 4 block coor- 
dinates. then (2.13) implies that 
P,KerR,+i.+,(A)=Imcol(X,T~)~~,,‘. (2.14) 
Further, it follows from the results of [S] that 
Imcol(X,,T’,)~~,~=Imcol(X,T~,)~~,’nImcol(X,~~)~~,~. (2.15) 
Since Im col( r,)p_ 0’ c Im col(X, T;)y=,’ we obtain from (2.12) and (2.15 ) 
that 
Im col(X, T>)Y:d n Im col(T,)‘~~=,: 
= Im col(X, T:,)Y:d n Im col(r,)r:d = (0) 
and using (2.14) we get 
P, Ker Rx+,+ I (A) n Im col(l‘,):=-d = (0). (2.16) 
Now assume that u E Ker R, + y + ,( A ) n Im col( I-,);:,; and represent 
u = col(r,cp):_+;. Then R z+,+,(A)~col(l’,cp):=+;=O, and hence 
col(f,cp);=d E P, Ker R,+y+ i(A). But then (2.16) shows that 
col(T,cp)y=,’ = 0. Since col(rj)r=d is left invertible, we conclude that cp = 0, 
and hence u = 0. Using left invertibility of col(r,);_‘$ we infer that 
Ker R ~+,+l(A)~~ol(f,)~f,Y=(0), i.e., the operator R,+,+,(A).col(T,)::J 
is left invertible, which proves that (2.11) has a solution. This proves the 
theorem in the case that A(z) has finite spectrum. 
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Let now A(z) be a regular n x n matrix function that is analytic in d +. 
Let d I and d, be open and bounded sets such that 
C(B)cA,ca,cA,ca,cA+. Now A(z) has finite spectrum in A,. As it 
is already proved we can find a matrix polynomial X(z) of degree 
y 6 yo(A; B) - 1 such that (C(z) - X(z) A(z)) B(z)-’ is analytic in A,. Since 
X(z) is a polynomial, X(z) is defined on A + . Furthermore, since Z(B) c A,, 
the matrix function (C(z) - X(z) A(z)) B(z) ~’ is analytic in A + \a,. Hence 
(C(z)-X(z)A(z))B(z)-’ is analytic in A,u(A+\a,)=A+, and we can 
put Y(z) = (C(z) - X(z) ,4(z)) B(z))’ for the solution of (2.3) 1 
Remark 2.2. Note that, in fact, in the course of the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 we have proved formula 
dim Ker( W,(X,, T,), TB) = N,(A, B). (2.17) 
Indeed, if A(z) is a comonic polynomial, we see, using 
Proposition 1.1(v), that for sufficiently large y 
col( WTh)j’= 0 = R, + y + 1 (A).co~(X,T~)~=+,Y=R~+~+,(A).CO~([O Tj]);=+Oy, 
where the zero matrix is of size n x N(D) = n x N,(A, B). In step III we 
prove that for y sufficiently large R, + y + , (A) . col(r,);=+J is left invertible, so 
formula (2.17) follows immediately. In the case that ,4(z) is a regular 
analytic (in A+) n x n matrix function, we can view A(z) and B(z) on a 
bounded domain A, with C(B) c A, c 1, c A +. This affects neither the 
operator W,(X,, T,), nor the number N,(A, B). On the domain d, 
the matrix function A(z) has finite spectrum. Since 
W,,-,(X,,-,, T,,-,)= W,(X,, r,) for a specific choice of the pair 
(X,,-l, T,,-,) (see formula (1.2)) and N,(AE-‘, BE-‘) = N,(A, B) (and 
shifting the domain does not affect formula (2.17) either), we can reduce 
the general case to the case that A(z) is a comonic polynomial. Hence we 
obtain (2.17) for any regular A(z). 
Now we show that the estimation of type (1.2) also holds for n > 2. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let A(z), B(z) be regular n x n matrix functions that 
are analytic in A + and let B(z) have finite spectrum. Then the following 
estimation holds: 
N(B)--N,(A’ %&(A; B)<<(B)-N,(A, B). 
n 
(2.18) 
Proof: Let D(z) denote a greatest common right divisor of A(z) and 
B(z). Write A(z) = A”(z) D(z), B(z) = B(z) D(z) (z E A + ), and let 
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(X,, T,, Y,) and (X,, TB, YB) be spectral triples for D and B, respec- 
tively. By Theorem 2.2 in [IS] the pair 
( X,:= [X, Q], T,:= [; ‘;;‘)j, 
where Q is some n x N(B) matrix, is a right spectral pair for B. Now 
W:= W/,(X,, T,)= (27Cp’{ A(z)X,(z- T,,) ’ & A = [0 A]. 
bA 1 
where A is some n x N(B) matrix. Let p(z) =CyZO u,?(uy= 1) be the 
minimal polynomial of Ts. Thus q = deg p d size TB = N(B) - N(D) = 
N(B) - &‘,(A, B). Since WT’, = [0 APE], it follows that a, W+ 
a, WT,+ ... + uy WTY, = [0 Ap( TB)] = 0. So, cp E Ker col( WT’,)P=,: implies 
cp E Ker col( WTe)Y,o, and hence yo(A; B) = ind( W, TR) < q < N(B) - N(D). 
On the other hand, using Remark 2.2, we have that 
dim Ker col( WTi)pO(4:B)m ’ = N(D), so dim Im col( WTB);/OJA,; B, ’ = 
N(B) - ND), which implies n.y,(A; B)>N(B)-N(D). So, 
?(,(A; B)3(lIn){N(B)-N(D)} =(l/n){VB)-N,(A; B)). I 
Note that for IZ= 1 (2.18) implies that ?,,(A, B)= N(B)-N,(A, B). For 
n > 1 strict inequality in (2.18) may occur. For example, take 
A(z) = [::’ ;: j) B(;)= ~~~ 2; J. 
Then one easily computes that yo(A, B) = 2 and N(B) - iV,( A, B) = 3. 
2.2. The Bezout Equation for Several Matrix Functions 
Let A L ,..., A, be regular analytic (in A + ) n x n matrix functions and let 
A, have finite spectrum. Denote 
W, = W,,(X,,t TAk) (i = l...., k - 1 ), (2.19) 
where (A’,, , TAn) is a right spectral pair for A,. We introduce the set 
WA, ,..., A, 1 ; A/,) := 
1 
(yI,..., yk 1)~ N;~-’ “n’ x;,: 
/=I 
k -- 1 
= n Ker( Wi, T,a) 3 
i=ll 1 
where Xi,:’ = Ker col( WiT;J:‘=d if W, # 0 and Xi,:’ = CNIAk’ if W, = 0. Note 
49,125 Z-16 
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that Q(A, ,..., A, _, ; Ak) does not depend on the choice of the spectral pair 
(X,,, TAk) for A,. Note the following properties of the set 
Q(A,,..., A,- 1; A,): 
(1) if (yl ,..., Y~~~)EL~(A~ ,..., A,-,; Ak) and yi<ai (i= l,..., k- l), 
where 8, E N,, the (k- 1)-tuple (fll,..., Pk- t) also belongs to 
Q(A I,..., A,- 1; A); 
(2) MA, ; Ak)>...r YC@, - , ; Ak)) E WA, ,..., A,- 1; A,); 
(3) in case that k = 2 we have Q(A,; AI) = {yO, yO + 1, y,, + 2 ,... >, 
where y0 := yo(Al; AZ). 
We now pass to the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A,(z) ,..., Ak(z) be regular n x n matrix functions that 
are analytic in A,, let Ak(z) have finite spectrum and let D(z) denote a 
greatest common right divisor of A,(z),..., AJz). Assume that C(z) is an 
m x n matrix function that is analytic in A + . Then there are m x n matrix 
polynomials X,(z),..., X,-,(z) and an m x n matrix function X,(z) that is 
analytic in A+, such that 
X,(z) A,(z) + ... + X,(z) A&) = C(z) beA+) (2.20) 
tf and only zf D(z) is a right divisor of C(z). In that case X,(z) 
(i = I,..., k - 1) can be chosen such that 
deg Xi<di- 1 (i= l,..., k- I), (2.21) 
where (6 ,,..., ~,-,)EQ(A ,,..., A,-,; Ak). 
Proof Assume that C(z) is right divisible by D(z). Let D,(z) 
(j= l,..., k - 2) denote a greatest common right divisor of Aj+ ,(z),..., AJz), 
and let D,(z)= D(z), D,- 1(z)= AJz). Now we construct a sequence of 
m x n matrix polynomials X, ,..., X,- 1 and a sequence of analytic (in 
A +) m x n matrix functions Y, ,..., Y,-, in the following way: by 
Theorem 2.1 there is an m x n matrix polynomial X, and an analytic (in 
A+) m x nmatrix function Y, such that X,(z) A,(z) + Y,(z) D,(z) = C(z). 
Assume that XL,..., X,+ 1 and YL,..., Yi_ I are already known. Using again 
Theorem 2.1 one can find a matrix polynomial Xi and an analytic (in A + ) 
matrix function Y,, such that 
X,(Z) A,(Z) + Y,(Z) Di(z)= Yip l(Z) D;- 1(Z) (z E A + h 
Put now X,(z) := Y,_ 1(z), then X1,..., X, is a solution of (2.20) and 
hence C-X, A, - . . . - Xk-, Ak _ 1 is right divisible by Ak. Writing 
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x,(~) = pt= x0) z with yi > yo(Ai, Ak) - 1 (we add zero coefficients XjJ) if j 
Jo 1 
necessary) and using Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 we obtain 
o=w C-X,A,- -Xk-,A&1 (xA,~ TAG) 
k-l 
= Y- C row(X~j))~=,col( W,T~,)~=,, 
i=l 
where Y = W,( XAI;, T,,), W, are defined by (2.19), and (X,,, TAI) is a 
right spectral pair for A,. So, 
row(row(X{j))~=o)~:l] .col(col( WiT!,,,):‘=o)~:-,’ = ‘P. (2.22) 
Let (6, ,..., 6, r) E Q(A, ,..., A,- ,; Ak). An obvious analogue of Lemma 1.4, 
equality (2.22) and the equality 
Ker(col(col( WjT~k)~z~)~:{ = Ker col(col( W, Tg,)y=o)f= ,I, 
im.ply that there are ZjJ) (j = 0 ,..., 6, - 1; i= l,..., k - 1) such that 
row(row(Zl’))~l=d)r=-,’ col(col( W, T~,)f$,‘)~=~,’ = Y. 
Here we use the fact that (yo(A,; Ak) ,..., yo(A,- ,; Ak))eQ(A ,,.... 
A k ~, ; Ak). Taking Z,(z) = CTf:,’ Zi (J)zi we have (by Proposition 1.2) that 
C(z) - Ck= ,’ Z,(z) Ai is right divisible by A, and deg Z, d 6, - 1. 1 
Remark 2.5. Let A+ be a bounded Cauchy domain with boundary IY If 
in Theorem 2.4, A,(z),..., AJz) are additionally assumed to be continuous 
in A+ u r and C(A,) n f = 525, then one easily sees that the following 
holds: if C(z) is continuous in A+ u f, or belongs to some Lebesgue space 
L,“““(Z) (p >, I), then X,(z) is continuous in A + u f, or belongs to 
L; x”(Z), respectively. 
Remark 2.6. The proof of Theorem 2.4 shows that on the base of 
Theorem 2.1 one can produce a solution X,(z),..., X,(z) of the Bezout 
equation (2.20) with deg Xi d yo(Ai; D,) - 1 (i = l,..., k - 1). It turns out 
that in fact the (k-1) tuple (Y~(A,;D,),...,~,(A,~~,; Dkp,)) belongs to 
Q(A, ,..., A,- L; Ak). A detailed proof of this assertion can be found in [25], 
where also the following analogue of Remark 2.2 is established: 
k-l 
dim n Ker( Wi, TA,J = N,( A, ,..., A,). 
i= I 
(2.23) 
All the results in this chapter have a left analogue, which can be obtained 
by taking the transposes. As an example we state the left analogue of 
Theorem 2.4. 
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THEOREM 2.7. Let A,(z) ,..., Ak(z) be regular n x n matrix functions that 
are analytic in A +, let Ak(z) have finite spectrum, and let D(z) denote a 
greatest common left divisor of A,(z),..., Ak(z). Assume that C(z) is an n x m 
matrix function that is analytic in A,. Then there are n x m matrix 
polynomials X,(z) ,..., X, _ ,( ) z and an n x m matrix function X,(z) that is 
analytic in A+, such that 
A,(z) X,(z) + ... + Ak(z) X,(z) = C(z) @GA+) 
if and only if D(z) is a left divisor of C(z). In that case X,(z) (i = l,..., k - 1) 
can be chosen such that 
degX;<6,-- 1 (i= l,..., k- l), 
where (6, ,..., 6, _ ,) E Q(AT ,..., A:-, ; AZ). 
2.3. The Forward and Reverse Bezout Identities 
As an application of Theorem 2.1 we present a generalization of the so 
called Bezout identities (see [20]). 
THEOREM 2.8. Let A(z), B(z) be regular n x n matrix functions that are 
analytic in A + and let B(z) have finite spectrum. Zf A(z) and B(z) are right 
coprime (i.e., the identity is a greatest common right divisor for A(z) and 
B(z)), then there are n x n matrix functions A,(z), B,(z), Y,(z), Y,(z), which 
are analytic in A +, and n x n matrix polynomials X,(z), X,(z) with 
deg X, d y&t B) - 1, deg X, < yo(A; B) 
such that 
X,(z) Y,(z) . A(z) A,(z) 
X,(z) Y,(z) I[ B(z) B,(z)] = [:, :]’ (2.24) 
Proof Let A(z) and B(z) be right coprime. By Theorem 2.1 there is a 
n x n matrix polynomial X,(z) with deg X, < yo(A; B) - 1 and an analytic 
(in A+) n x n matrix function Y,(z), such that 
X,(z) A(z) + Y,(z) B(z) = I (z E A + ). (2.25) 
Let (X,, T,) be a right spectral pair for B and let W : = W,(X,, T,). By 
Remark 2.2 we have that Ker( W, T,)= (0), i.e., the pair (W, T,) is 
independent. By Theorem 3.2 in [26] there is a polynomial z,(z) with deg 
zZ = yo(A; B) such that ( W, TB) is a right spectral pair for X,. In view of 
Propositions 1.2 and l.l(ii) we have now that xi2(z) A(z) is right divisible 
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by B(z). So, let y,(z) be an analytic (in A +) n x n matrix function such 
that 
&(z) A(z) + B,(z) B(z) = 0 (zEA, ). (2.26) 
Note that R, has finite spectrum, since X(8,) = IJ( TB) = Z(B), and that 8: 
is regular in view of (2.26). Let D(z) denote a greatest common left divisor 
of R,(z) and P,(z) such that X,(z) := D- ‘(z) w,(z) is a polynomial with 
deg X,bdeg 8,. Put Y,(z) := D-‘(z) P,(z) (ZE A+). Now 
X,(z) A(z) + Y,(z) B(z) = 0 (z E A + ). (2.27) 
Further, X,(z) and Y,(z) are left coprime, and hence by Theorem 2.7 there 
are analytic (in A +) n x n matrix functions d(z) and B(z) such that 
X,(z) A”(z) + Y*(z) B(z) = 1. (2.28 )
The formulae (2.25), (2.27), and (2.28) give that 
i 
fw; ;:;A; J [Agit &IJ = [; X’(2) m ; Y,(z) RI;)], 
Setting A,(z) := -A(z)(X,(z) A”(z) + Y,(z) B(z)) + A(z), B,(z) := 
-B(z) (X,(z) A(z) + Y,(z) B(z)) + B(z) one obtains (2.24). 1 
Since the matrices in (2.24) are square the equality 
L 
‘4(z) A,(z) . li X,(z) Y,(=) 1 0 B(z) B,(z) X,(z) Y (z  = 0 I 1I I (2.29) 
holds true as well. If A(z), B(z) are matrix polynomials, then clearly A ,(z), 
B,(z), Y,(z), and Y,(z) are matrix polynomials as well. In this case the 
equalities (2.24) and (2.29) are called the forward and the reverse Bezout 
identities, respectively (see [20]). Theorem 2.8 has, of course, a row 
analogue. 
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